WATCH ALL 29 HOURS LIVE AT:
NOTREDAMEDAY.ND.EDU OR FACEBOOK.COM/NOTREDA ME

BROADCAST BEGINS AT 6:42 PM ET SUNDAY, APRIL 28TH

In addition we will be producing LIVE content at our ND LOYAL Facebook page.
Go to facebook.com/NDLOYAL
SUNDAY 6:42 PM ET HOUR

6:48 PM REVEREND JOHN I. JENKINS, C.S.C.
President, University of Notre Dame

6:53 PM JAY RIVERA-HERRANS ’20 & MATT HAWKINS
Creators of the musical, Stupid Humans

7:00 PM CAST OF STUPID HUMANS
LIVE performance

7:05 PM NIKO MARTINOVIC ’19
Student responsible for investing the
Notre Dame Endowment

7:09 PM CHRIS ZORICH ’91, TONY RICE ’90 & TIM RYAN ’92
The Riding Irish with their motorcycles at the
Bookstore Basketball Finals

7:12 PM CLARK LEA
The Bob Hinton Defensive Coordinator,
Notre Dame Football

7:18 PM PAUL STARK ’80 & CINDY STARK ’81
Notre Dame alums who have fostered 43
at-risk children

7:24 PM NOTRE DAME GLEE CLUB
LIVE performance

7:29 PM ALEX AMBROSE
Notre Dame faculty member / Military Vet working
in Afghanistan

7:33 PM JOHN MOONEY ’20
Notre Dame Men's Basketball student-athlete

7:39 PM VICTORIA NYANJURA ’20 MGA
Notre Dame grad student who was held in captivity

7:45 PM ZACHARY KOUSENS ’19 & NATHANIEL HANSON ’19
Notre Dame undergraduate entrepreneurs

7:51 PM CAST OF STUPID HUMANS
LIVE performance

SUNDAY 8:00 PM ET HOUR

8:05 PM REAR ADMIRAL PHILIP DUR ’65, ’66 MA
Notre Dame's ROTC program

8:09 PM IAN BOOK ’20
Notre Dame quarterback

8:15 PM CHLOÉ AGNEW
Singer / Songwriter – formerly with Celtic Woman

8:20 PM GOLD & BLUE COMPANY
Notre Dame student performance group
LIVE performance

8:25 PM THE NOTRE DAME LEPRECHAUNS
Meet for the first time, the three Leprechauns
for the 2019 season

8:30 PM CHRIS ZORICH ’91, TONY RICE ’90 & TIM RYAN ’92
Former Fighting Irish football stars
1988 National Champions

8:36 PM FIGHTING IRISH FORTY
WOMEN'S PRELIM HEATS
A student competition to see who is the fastest
on campus

8:40 PM THE UNDERTONES
LIVE performance

8:45 PM PATRICK CREADON ’89 & JERRY BARCA ’99
Creators of Hesburgh, the documentary

8:50 PM FIGHTING IRISH FORTY
WOMEN'S PRELIM FINAL HEAT
A student competition to see who is the fastest
on campus

SUNDAY 9:00 PM ET HOUR

9:05 PM FIGHTING IRISH FORTY
MEN'S PRELIM HEATS
A student competition to see who is the fastest
on campus

9:09 PM CHLOÉ AGNEW
Singer / Songwriter – formerly with Celtic Woman
LIVE performance

9:24 PM FIGHTING IRISH FORTY
MEN'S PRELIM FINAL HEAT
A student competition to see who is the fastest
on campus

9:26 PM CINDY PARSEGHIAN ’77 & ANNE THOMPSON ’79
Hesburgh Women of Impact

9:31 PM CHLOÉ AGNEW
Singer / Songwriter – formerly with Celtic Woman
LIVE performance

9:42 PM THE OFFENSIVE LINE
Notre Dame Football student-athletes

9:49 PM BILL ROSEMANN ’93
Vice President of Marvel Games
**SUNDAY 10:00 PM ET HOUR**

10:05 PM  JOSH ADAMS ’19  
Philadelphia Eagles running back

10:09 PM  CAST OF PIRATES OF PENZANCE  
LIVE performance

10:14 PM  MARTHA MACCALLUM  
FOX News Anchor - Notre Dame Mom

10:19 PM  ANDERS BJORK  
Former Notre Dame hockey player now with the Boston Bruins organization

10:24 PM  KATIE STEENOORDEN ’21 & KELLY LIANG ’21  
Adopt a Family Christmas Initiative

10:28 PM  BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS  
The winning teams of the world’s largest five-on-five basketball tournament

10:32 PM  NOTRE DAME CHORALE  
LIVE performance

10:37 PM  FILIPINO AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION  
LIVE dance performance

10:41 PM  JOHN MARTIN ’82  
Managing Partner & CO-CEO of Antares Capital

10:49 PM  NOTRE DAME’S “FIRST TIME FANS”  
A group’s first Notre Dame football game

**SUNDAY 11:00 PM ET HOUR**

11:05 PM  TERRELL BUCKLEY  
2019 College Football Hall of Fame Inductee -- Notre Dame Dad

11:10 PM  LIP SYNC BATTLE - TEAM #1  
A student competition sponsored by The Observer

11:15 PM  JENNIFER PAUL ’21, MAX PERRY ’21 & KAYLEIGH MCGUIGAN ’19  
The Committee behind “The Shirt”

11:19 PM  LIP SYNC BATTLE - TEAM #2  
A student competition sponsored by The Observer

11:23 PM  JOHN CARNEY ’87  
The 5th all-time leading scorer in NFL history

11:29 PM  LIP SYNC BATTLE - TEAM #3  
A student competition sponsored by The Observer

11:33 PM  MARY RYAN ’21  
Coxswain for Notre Dame Rowing

11:37 PM  LIP SYNC BATTLE - TEAMS #4 & #5  
A student competition sponsored by The Observer

11:43 PM  ZAHM HOUSE’S WORKOUT FACILITY  
A remote interview from this Notre Dame residence hall

11:46 PM  LIP SYNC BATTLE - WINNERS ANNOUNCED  
A student competition sponsored by The Observer

**SUNDAY MIDNIGHT HOUR ET**

12:05 AM  WALTER JEAN JACQUES ’20 J.D.  
Student member of the Equal Justice Works National Advisory Committee

12:09 AM  MARIA SALERNO ’21  
Quarterback of the Lewis Hall Chicks B flag football team

12:13 AM  JOEY WARNER ’19  
Student DJ

12:18 AM  SIERRA MAYHEW ’19  
Founded Notre Dame Fashion Club and is an Instagram influencer

12:22 AM  ELLIE OLMANSON ’21 & BROCK GORMAN ’21  
Two students involved with Special Olympics on campus

12:26 AM  DEBBIE TUCKER MARKEZICH  
Actress, played J.R.’s daughter-in-law on 80’s hit-show Dallas — Notre Dame Mom

12:31 AM  BEVERLEY WATSON ’21  
Student organizer of the campus Chapel Crawl

12:35 AM  KILIAN VIDIOUREK ’21  
LIVE remote interview from 88.9 FM / WSND

12:38 AM  MONTANA GIORDANO ’19 AND JACK MCDERMOTT ’19  
Two senior Bengal Bouts boxer standouts

12:42 AM  ALESSANDRO DISANTO ’15 INTERVIEW  
Co-founder of the Hallow Catholic prayer app

12:51 AM  TODD RUNDGREN  
The Rock-n-Roll star performing with Notre Dame students

12:55 AM  NOTRE DAME’S TRIBUTE TO NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL  
Produced on campus the day of the fire in Paris
MONDAY 7:00 AM ET HOUR

7:08 AM  JASON REED & FORREST SPENCE  
Federal Reserve Fiscal Challenge Club

7:14 AM  CAPPY GAGNON ’66  
 Former long-time head of Notre Dame’s  
Usher Program

7:20 AM  HESBURGH LIBRARY  
Live interview from new technology center

7:24 AM  XIN ZHANG  
Wife of Notre Dame faculty member starring in  
Chinese singing competition

7:28 AM  CHRISTY BURGESS, NANCY TOM,  
KENDII BRIDGES  
New Robinson Community Learning Center

7:32 AM  RICHARD JONES & VICTORIA ST. MARTIN  
Galvin Journalism Program at Notre Dame

7:37 AM  EMILY FECZKO ’19  
“Girls Who Invest” program

7:43 AM  JAY BROCKMAN  
Director, Center for Civic Innovation at Notre Dame

7:48 AM  EDWARD SULLIVAN III ’93 J.D. & TIEAL BISHOP  
A Rosie Place

MONDAY 8:00 AM ET HOUR

8:06 AM  MIKEY BERNARD ’19  
Siegfried Hall quarterback

8:10 AM  DIANE DESIERTO  
Human rights lawyer and Keough School professor

8:15 AM  ND CLUB OF NEW YORK CITY  
MARY BETH HOFMEISTER ’84  
An update on the club’s activities

8:19 AM  HEATHER REYNOLDS  
Managing Director, Wilson Sheehan Lab for  
Economic Opportunity

8:24 AM  NOTRE DAME FIGURE SKATING CLUB  
LIVE performance

8:28 AM  MOLLY LINK ’21  
Lewis Hall Lucernarium leader

8:32 AM  CAMILLE RUDGE & TERRY VOGT  
Notre Dame’s Inspired Leadership Initiative

8:37 AM  KENTA SACHENA ’21 & TETSUYA SOMENO ’21  
Carroll Hall

8:41 AM  STEVEN LEMKE ’19 MFA  
Fulbright-winning sculptor

8:45 AM  DAVID KORZENIOWSKI ’20  
Student broadcaster

8:54 AM  NOTRE DAME’S TRIBUTE TO  
NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL  
Produced on campus the day of the fire in Paris

MONDAY 9:00 AM ET HOUR

9:06 AM  THE EVP’S FINAL CUT  
A Notre Dame staff culinary competition

9:10 AM  ABRAHAM WINITZER  
Organizing a trip to the Holy Land with theology  
Ph.D. students

9:14 AM  THE EVP’S FINAL CUT  
A Notre Dame staff culinary competition

9:16 AM  JIMMY GURULÉ ’85 MA & ERIKA GUSTIN ’19 J.D.  
The Exoneration Project

9:21 AM  THE EVP’S FINAL CUT  
A Notre Dame staff culinary competition

9:25 AM  SHAHRIAR MOBASHERY & MAYLAND CHANG  
Researching chronic wound treatment for diabetics

9:30 AM  THE EVP’S FINAL CUT - WINNERS ANNOUNCED  
A Notre Dame staff culinary competition

9:33 AM  SUMMER THORPE ’20  
Notre Dame Track & Field student-athlete

9:37 AM  STEVE REIFENBERG ’20 WITH  
DELANEY LENAGHAN ’19, ALEXIS GREEN ’19,  
MELISSA MONTES ’23 MGH & THERESA RAGER ’23 MGH  
A class project in Mexico

9:42 AM  SHREEJAN SHRESTHA, MFA CANDIDATE  
Graduate student who created the ArcLite invention  
for natural disasters

9:46 AM  HALFTIME  
LIVE performance
**MONDAY 10:00 AM ET HOUR**

10:05 AM  SARAH MUSTILLO ’96  
Dean, College of Arts & Letters

10:11 AM  VOICES OF FAITH  
LIVE performance

10:16 AM  ROBERT MARTINEZ & CALVIN METTS  
Cooking with Cops program success story

10:20 AM  TOUR OF NEW INDOOR FOOTBALL PRACTICE FACILITY  
A look inside the construction of this new facility

10:23 AM  RYAN EGAN  
Researching postpartum depression

10:27 AM  CAROL OWENS  
Just named WBCA’s Division I Assistant Coach of the Year

10:32 AM  FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER  
A look inside the Family Resource Center for student families

10:37 AM  LILY RODRIGUEZ ’21, GONZI MALLEA ’19, JOE TRZASKA ’19  
NDSEED – Engineering group developing rural countries

10:42 AM  JEFF SCHOREY  
Science professor who make a discovery in tuberculosis treatment

10:47 AM  ROBERT GOULDING  
Professor talking about pre-med Arts & Letters students

10:51 AM  NICK ITKIN ’21  
Two-time NCAA Champion in Men’s Foil

**MONDAY NOON ET HOUR**

12:06 PM  SCOTT APPLEBY ’78  
Dean, Keough School of Global Affairs

12:12 PM  AXEL NEFVE ’22  
Notre Dame Men’s Tennis student-athlete

12:17 PM  DENISE KARKOS ’93  
Just named Chief Marketing Officer of the Year by Ad Age

12:21 PM  TOUR OF MARTIN MEDIA CENTER  
ND Studios tour of this world-class broadcast center

12:26 PM  JOSHUA KOEN  
Psychology professor studying effects of stress on Alzheimer’s

12:30 PM  ALEX LEBEDDEV ’19  
Notre Dame Men’s Tennis student-athlete

Notre Dame’s Alliance for Catholic Education

12:41 PM  JOSEPH BECHERER  
Director, Notre Dame Snite Museum of Art

12:45 PM  RUDY MONTERROSA ’01 J.D. & LAW STUDENTS  
Pro bono legal representation for asylum seekers at the border

12:50 PM  ERIN BELLISSIMO  
Managing Director, The Notre Dame Institute for Global Investing

**MONDAY 11:00 AM ET HOUR**

11:05 AM  DR. KASTURI HALDAR & DR. SUHAIL ALAM  
Update from the Boler-Parseghian Center for Rare & Neglected Diseases

11:10 AM  SORIN’S WINE ACADEMY  
LIVE from the Morris Inn

11:13 AM  MICHAEL HEBBELEER  
Professor of Inside-Out class with students & inmates

11:18 AM  ELIZABETH BOYLE ’20  
Class of 2020 President

11:22 AM  JESSICA NI ’19  
LIVE performance

11:26 AM  JOHN CAVADINI  
Director, McGrath Institute for Church Life

Vice President, Mission Engagement & Church Affairs

11:37 AM  ZOE SPENCE ’20  
Notre Dame Women’s Tennis student-athlete

11:42 AM  FRANKIE BOLEY ’20  
Football student athletic-trainer with leadership position in Howard Hall

11:46 AM  ELIZABETH HOGAN ’99, PETER LYSY  
100th Anniversary of Rockne’s first undefeated team

11:50 AM  CHERYL BAUER & ALLISON MIHALICH  
Grind2Energy, the new food waste system in campus dining
MONDAY 1:00 PM ET HOUR

1:05 PM  KATIE GALLAGHER ’19 & SOPHIA CAROZZA ’19
Recipients of the Marshall Scholarship

1:09 PM  CHAD RILEY ’04
Head Coach, Notre Dame Men's Soccer

1:15 PM  VAMSI KANURI
Professor, Mendoza College of Business

1:20 PM  JASON RUIZ, BAILEY KENDALL ’19 & IRLA ATANDA ’20
Traveled to Colombia to research war on drugs

1:25 PM  WALSH FAMILY HALL
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
New architecture library

1:28 PM  SHARON KEANE ’84 & STEVE MARZO ’11
IrishCompass

1:32 PM  ECHOES
LIVE performance

1:37 PM  REV. JOE CAREY, C.S.C. ’62
Ryan Hall priest-in-residence

1:42 PM  ELAINE STRATTON HILD
Musicologist, Notre Dame Institute for Advanced Study

1:47 PM  DANIEL WEISSENHOFER ’20 MBA
The Ugly Company

1:54 PM  NOTRE DAME’S TRIBUTE TO NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL
Produced on campus the day of the fire in Paris

MONDAY 2:00 PM ET HOUR

2:05 PM  LAURA CARLSON
Dean, Graduate School

2:11 PM  OLEKSKII KOVALENKO ’19 MGA
Ukrainian journalist who covered the Russian occupation of Crimea

2:15 PM  SACRED MUSIC CHOIR
LIVE performance

2:20 PM  ANDY FULLER
Notre Dame's stories of the year

2:25 PM  RICK ’93 & MORRISON ’21 MIRER
Former Notre Dame all-time great QB & Men's Lacrosse student-athlete

Center for Social Concerns

2:36 PM  WALSH FAMILY HALL
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Tour of new building

2:39 PM  ND CLUB OF ROCHESTER -- AMY PORTER ’14
Club update of activities

2:42 PM  SHARON STACK
Director, Harper Cancer Research Institute

2:46 PM  DAN ALLEN ’07 ’11 MDIV
The Lennon Life Prize

2:50 PM  EVAN CLAUDEANOS ’12 MA, ’15 MS
Big data and philosophy

MONDAY 3:00 PM ET HOUR

3:05 PM  MARY GALVIN
Dean, College of Science

3:11 PM  ROSE PUPEL ’19
Study in Ireland uncovered secrets from her past

3:15 PM  CHARLIE HAYES ’65
Remote interview from the Charles B. Hayes Sculpture Park

3:19 PM  TED CACHY & JAY CAPONIGRO ’91
Teachers as Scholars

3:23 PM  AFRICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
LIVE dance performance

3:27 PM  REV. PETE MCCORMICK, C.S.C. ’06 M.Div., ’15 EMBA
Director, Campus Ministry

3:32 PM  SOPHIE RODRIGUEZ ’21
Hannah's House baby shower

3:36 PM  MONICA ARUL JAYACHANDRAN, Ph.D. CANDIDATE
3-Minute Thesis Winner

3:40 PM  DANIELLE KOTERBAY ’20 & ASHLEY PANOUSIS ’21
Society of Women Engineers

3:44 PM  BRIGID HARRINGTON ’22
Performed on Broadway -- LIVE performance

3:49 PM  ND CLUB OF DES MOINES -- PAUL DREY ’89
Club activities update
MONDAY 4:00 PM ET HOUR
4:05 PM MOLLY MELICAN '20 AND TJ GIBBS '20
President of Farley Hall started Family Feud with basketball players and residents
4:09 PM MARY FLYNT & CONSUELA HOWELL
Career Development partnered with JCPenney for a Suit Up event for students
4:13 PM MIKE MCNEILL '88 & JESSICA BROOKSHIRE
Compton Family Ice Arena hosts Little Blackhawks Learn to Play
4:17 PM DAVIS GONSALEZ '19
Student stand-up comedian
4:21 PM 2019 US SENIOR OPEN
STEVE NIEMAN & JOHN FOSTER
LIVE update from Warren Golf Course, site of major golf championship
4:25 PM CHAD HARMS
Business professor, champion boxer, football usher
4:30 PM ND CLUB OF INDIANAPOLIS -- ANN ZORE '85
Club activities update
4:33 PM NOTRE DAME CHILDREN'S CHOIR
LIVE performance
4:38 PM ROB LITTLE '91
Managing Director and COO, Golden Gate Capital
4:46 PM SINAI VESPIE
Executive Pastry Chef's cake decorating demonstration
4:50 PM A.J. POLLOCK
Los Angeles Dodgers’ All-Star Outfielder

MONDAY 5:00 PM ET HOUR
5:05 PM TOM HEALY '82 & T.J. PILLARI '03
Love Thee Notre Dame -- planned giving initiative
5:09 PM PETE BEVACQUA '93
President, NBC SPORTS
5:13 PM SARAH CHANDLER '19 & STEPHAN MEEHAN '19
Students involved with Business on the Frontlines
5:17 PM AIDAN BECKLUND '22
A Bengal Bouts boxer’s family legacy
5:20 PM UNCHAINED MELODIES
LIVE performance
5:25 PM PAT CONNAUGHTON
Milwaukee Bucks shooting guard, in middle of an NBA Playoff run
5:30 PM MICKI KIDDER '19 EMBA
Vice President, University Enterprises & Events
5:35 PM ND CLUB OF SAN DIEGO -- CHRIS VASQUEZ '88
Club activities update
5:38 PM JOHN AFFLECK-GRAVES
Executive Vice President, University of Notre Dame

MONDAY 6:00 PM ET HOUR
6:05 PM TOM BURISH '72, JIM MORRISON & TOM FUJA
Provost, Assistant Provost, and Interim Dean, College of Engineering
6:12 PM MUFFET MCGRAW
Karen & Kevin Keyes Women's Head Basketball Coach
6:18 PM MARTIJN CREMERS
Dean, Mendoza College of Business
6:23 PM ALEK SHRADER
Artistic Director of ND Opera -- LIVE performance
6:28 PM BECCA HUFFER '12
LPGA Tour Player
6:32 PM NOTRE DAME DRUMLINE
LIVE performance
6:36 PM TROY MURPHY
Former NBA star and Notre Dame Ring of Honor recipient
6:41 PM CARTER SNEAD & STEPHEN WRINN
de Nicola Center for Ethics and Culture Solzhenitsyn Series
6:45 PM FOLK CHOIR
LIVE performance
6:50 PM DOMINIC '14 & JENNY '17 ROMEO
Notre Dame alums working and living in China

MONDAY 7:00 PM ET HOUR
7:05 PM SHANNON CULLINAN '93
Vice President for Finance, Incoming Executive Vice President
7:10 PM NOTRE DAME DAY CONCERT
GOLD & BLUE COMPANY
Notre Dame student performance group LIVE performance
7:25 PM CHICAGO CAST OF HAMILTON
Cast members of the Broadway smash hit
7:30 PM ROCCO MEDIATE
Eight-time PGA Tour & PGA Senior Tour winner
7:35 PM NOTRE DAME DAY CONCERT
CHLOE AGNEW
Singer / Songwriter, formerly with Celtic Woman LIVE performance
7:47 PM JEROME BETTIS
Pro Football Hall of Famer, Super Bowl Champion
**MONDAY 8:00 PM ET HOUR**

| 8:05 PM | G. MARCUS COLE  
Incoming Joseph A. Matson Dean, Notre Dame Law School |
|---------|--------------------------------------------------|
| 8:10 PM | TROY NIKLAS  
NFL Tight End |
| 8:15 PM | NOTRE DAME DAY CONCERT  
CHLOË AGNEW  
LIVE performance |
| 8:30 PM | JEFF HATFIELD '20 & PATRICK DAVIS '20  
Siegfried Hall “Day of Man” |
| 8:34 PM | NOTRE DAME DAY CONCERT  
CAST OF HAMILTON  
Cast of the Broadway smash hit -- LIVE performance |
| 8:49 PM | ADMIRAL CHRISTOPHER GRADY ‘84  
Four-Star Admiral, United States Navy |

**MONDAY 9:00 PM ET HOUR**

| 9:06 PM | PEMCO  
LIVE performance |
|---------|--------------------------------------------------|
| 9:11 PM | CINDY PARSEGHIAN ’77  
Founder, Ara Parseghian Medical Research Foundation |
| 9:16 PM | DANNY BLOSS  
National Champion Ice Carver  
LIVE demonstration |
| 9:19 PM | JACK SACCO ’78  
Author, “Where the Birds Never Sing” |
| 9:24 PM | DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY TEAM  
2019 NCAA National Champions |
| 9:29 PM | GLENN & LYRIC ’23 MEDEIROS  
1980’s pop star and American Idol “Gold Ticket” contestant |
| 9:36 PM | FIGHTING IRISH FORTY CHAMPIONSHIP  
Notre Dame Football’s Troy Pride, Jr. & Braden Lenzy race the fastest students on campus |
| 9:40 PM | THE DEFENSIVE LINE  
Notre Dame Football student-athletes |
| 9:47 PM | DANNY BLOSS  
A look at his Notre Dame Day ice carving |
| 9:50 PM | ANDERS LEE  
New York Islanders’ Captain, in middle of NHL Playoff run |

**MONDAY 10:00 PM ET HOUR**

| 10:05 PM | CARA RAVASIO ’20  
Student using acoustics to limit the spread of disease by mosquitoes |
|----------|--------------------------------------------------|
| 10:09 PM | FRANK MONTANA SKETCHING CLUB  
LIVE sketching demonstration by School of Architecture students |
| 10:11 PM | ZACK MARTIN ’13  
Highest paid Offensive Guard in NFL history, Dallas Cowboys |
| 10:16 PM | NOTRE DAME DAY’S FINAL CUT  
LIVE student culinary competition  
NORTH DINING HALL vs. SOUTH DINING HALL |
| 10:26 PM | ERIC WAYS ’18  
Co-Star, Showtime’s City on a Hill |
| 10:29 PM | NOTRE DAME DAY’S FINAL CUT -- LIVE LOOK IN  
Student culinary competition |
| 10:41 PM | ROCKET ISMAIL ’94  
2019 College Football Hall of Fame Inductee |
| 10:47 PM | NOTRE DAME DAY’S FINAL CUT  
CHAMPION CROWNELED!  
Student culinary competition |
| 10:51 PM | FRANK MONTANA SKETCHING CLUB  
School of Architecture students sketching demonstration |

**MONDAY 11:00 PM ET HOUR**

| 11:05 PM | LOU NANNI ‘84, ’88 MA  
Vice President, University Relations |
|----------|--------------------------------------------------|
| 11:10 PM | OUR LADY’S CONSORT CHOIR  
LIVE performance |
| 11:20 PM | BRADY QUINN ’07  
All-time great Notre Dame QB |
| 11:25 PM | ALEX ’19 & RONNIE MANSOUR ’21  
LIVE performance |
| 11:30 PM | CONAL FAGAN ’21  
Notre Dame Leprechaun |
| 11:39 PM | JULIAN LOVE ’19  
Notre Dame All-American -- just drafted into the NFL |
| 11:45 PM | MIKE MCGLINCHY  
San Francisco 49ers starting offensive tackle |
| 11:50 PM | JOE THEISMANN ’71  
Super Bowl Champion, NFL MVP and College Football Hall of Famer |
| 12:02 AM | TRUMPETS OF NOTRE DAME  
LIVE performance from the Grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes |
| 12:04 AM | NOTRE DAME’S TRIBUTE TO NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL  
Produced on campus the day of the fire in Paris |

*SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE*